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CORRECTION DU SUJET D’ANGLAIS LV2 

SERIE A2 
 

Part one: Reading  40% 

 

A) 2 points / bonne réponse 

 

2-points to;        3- empirical;      4-droping out;     5-recognition;    6-impedes   

7-sequencing   8-exogenous;     9-attainment;     10-outcomes;       11-plausible. 

 

B) 2 points/ bonne réponse 

 

1- school girls. 

2- because school girls continue school after birth. 

2-  the studies do not provide information whether adolescents left school and got 

pregnant or vice-versa. 

4- When they do poorly in school. 

5- When parents have no money and also the social environment which influences 

them with bad behaviors. 

6- School dropout; childbearing; STDs. 

7- A person aged between 13 to 18 years old. 

8- Alcohol; smoking; violence. 

9- Everyday sicknesses; laziness; regular absence; busy to take care of the new born. 

10- due to poverty; a lot of illiterate people; traditional education in the developing 

countries hardly deals with sexual advice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing   (40%) 

 

Task 1 

- Heading: 2 points 

- Introduction: 4 points 

- Conclusion: 4 points 

 

*Development: 30 points. 

- The student must make precision of his/ her area 

- where the school girls live. 

- their average age. 

- the persons they go with. 

- their attitude towards fashion. 

- their interest in their studies. 

- suggestions for reducing girls’ dropout. 
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Task 2 

 

-Introduction : 5 points. 

-Conclusion : 5 points. 

 

 

 

*Development : 30 points. 

-Explanatoin : 15 points. 

(poverty of the parents who can no answer their daughters’ needs; bad friends they 

go with; friend group spirit; fashion ; desire to obtain everything easily; 

consequently they get pregnant  and are no longer willing to continue school or 

parents can no bear the financial charge that it implicates…) 

 

-Suggestion: 15 points. 

( parents should give advice to their daughters about the risks they run in having 

early sexual contacts; parents must give attention to their daughters’ needs; 

government should build dormitories for those who leave their parents and have no 

guardians in towns; Zero pregnancy in school teaching must be multiplied…). 

 

Language in use  (20%). 

 

A) 2 points / bonne réponse 

 

2-young; 3-important; 4-relatively; 5-prior; 6-teen; 7-partly; 8-academic; 9-largely; 

10-direct; 11-detailed. 

 

B) 2 points / bonne réponse 

 

2-faster; 3-younger; 4-higher; 5-coloured; 6-greater; 7-such; 8-most; 9-low; 10-

enormous; 11-important 
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